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The main purpose of this paper is to k:nify a number of theorems irr topology vvhrxe conclusions 
state that a product of topological spaces has :I compactness-like property. Three such theorems 
are (1) the Tychonoff theorem: Everly produc: of compact spaces is compact, (2) the theorem of 
C.T. Scarborough and AH. Stone: Every product of at most & sequentially compact spaces is 
countably compact, and (3) the theorem ot N. Noble: A countable product of Lindeliif P-spaces is 
Lindeliif. 
Introduction 
We state the main product. theorems after giving ‘a few definitir2ns. Lee @ be an 
arbitrar!f class of filter bases. We say that a filter base .9 on a set Xx’ is a @-filrer blsse 
(on X) if 9 E @. A’space X is called Q-compact provided that every @-filter S on 
X has an adherent point (i.e. n{P: F E 9) # 0). The properties [a) compactness, 
(b) countable compactness, and (c) the Lindeliif property are a.11 eaJy seen to be 
examples of @-compactness for suitable choices of Qb (take for @ respectively (a) 
the class of all filter bases, (b) the class of all countable filter bases, and (c) the class 
of ai1 filter bases t;irhich ave the countable intersection propertyj. ‘We make use of 
the following recent development in convergence theory due to B.J. Pettis @I]: A 
filter base 9 on a space X is called a tf&fi&er base if every filter base finer than 5 
has an adherent point. We call a space: tot~i!y @-compact if every @-filter b,ase on X 
has a finer, total, @-filter base. 
It is easy to see that some restkictions on the classes @ are net:ded in order to 
prove interestiilg results. (For example, the routine proof that @-compactness i
preserved by continuous images requires that f-*(9) be a member of @ for each 
continuous function fi and each @-filter base 9 on the image 01 f.j If (Sa : ‘Y E A } 
is a ‘set of filter bases on a set X, we define the supremum of the farnily (denoted by 
sup a&: Q! E A)) to be the set of all finite %.tersr:ctions from L&F* :a E A ), 
provided that all such intersections are non-empty (if any of the intersections is 
empty, then the supremum is not defined). Let m be an infinite cardinal number. 
of filter bases is sai to be c ~-Q~~~tiv~ if t urn (if 3 ists 
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fewer than m members of @ is itself a member of @. We usually use the terms 
finirilly (count&y) additive instezld of =C o-additive ( 6 or-additive). A class Cp of 
filter bases is said to be stable unck!r projections provided that if 9 is a Q-filter base 
on a product X = n{X,. 9 ;a E A }, then ra (9) = {v~ (F): F E 9) is a member of # 
(where V, is the natural projection of X onto X0). We say that @ is acceptable 
if it is 
(1) stable under projection;, and 
(2) if 9 is a @-filter base on X@, anb (3 is a ?&filter base on X, then 
sup{rr,‘(P’), %} is in 6 if it exists [where r;‘(S) = {rr;‘(F): F E S}). The second 
requirement il-il the dcfinitiori of an acceptable class is weraker than the requirement 
that t-he class be stab!@ under inverse projections (i.e., if 9 E @, then SUF)(R;‘(~)) E
@). For an exaqmple of a class which has the weaker prqerty, take the class of all 
‘.ilter ba.scs 9 which contain a countable set FOE 9 (s;e Theorem 4.1). 
We now stale OCR siX3in resulis. 
Theorem 1. Lef Qi be UH acceptable class of fiZteri bases, and let m be al: infinite 
cadnd number such that @ is < m-additive. 
(A) TPze product of fewer than m totally @-compact spaces is totally Bi-COI npack 
(B) The product of no more than m totally cP-compact spaces is @-compct. 
Theorem 2t ‘Let @ be an ac.,eptable class of filter bases. If X is totally @. cqmpact 
and Y is @-compact, then ..ri: ,Y Y is @-compact. 
In Section, 2, we prove these theorems and show in Section 3 that the three 
product theorems mentioned In the abstract, as well as :I number of others, are 
included as special cases (further applications of Theorems 1 End 2 are given in 
[25]). These uses of the concepts of @-compac*.dess and tots! @-com,pactness 
indicate their interest, and we study in Section 4 and Section 6 uvo important 
specia! cases: totally countably compact and totally 5ndeIiif space5 I e\di counta- 
ble corn1 K: ~rless has been considered by at least six aul%ors tinder * LYE titiff erent 
cbaracterizajiions. The property of being a totally LindeKf space seen’; to be new, 
1; is possessed by both a-compact spaces and Lindel6f P-spaces (a spaclt: X is a 
P-space if each Ga-set in X is open). These two classes of Lindeh5f spaces are at 
opposi:i: ~EC!S, as it were, of the class of all CindelH spaces. In Section 5 ‘v;fe study 
the basic colncept of a total filter base, Our results there concern the extent to which 
the notion rD:f a total filter base generalizes that of a convergent filter ba;e. 
Most of the results in this paper were announced in [23] and [24]. At the 
. suggestion of the referee, we have presented our results here entirely frlDm the 
point of view of filtl$r base . ather than making use of directed sets and nets as in 
our abstracts (cf. [29, p, 4651). This simplifies the presentation of our ain s*zsults. 
Further, Theorems 1 and 2 are stated here in a mcjre general form than ahat gaven in 
our abstracts. 
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In order to show that a space X is @-compact, we take an arbitrary @-!Slter base 
9 on X nr,d show that it has a finer, total filter base 5% If in addition we can show 
that $3 is a @-filter base, then we have that X is totally @-compact. To show that a 
filter base on a prodtict space is total., we use the following result. 
Eefinma 2.1 (Pettis [IO]). Let 9 be LZ filter base OFI the product :pace X = 
rl{x.# : cy E A). TCeen 9% total if and only ifn,4~)istofClEonX,forallCY EA. 
The proof of this lemma is like the u!tt afilter proof of Tychonsff’s product 
theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let {Xn : a E A ) be a family of totally @-compact spaces. We 
combine the proofs of (A) and (B), and use transfinite induction,. Let n be the 
cardinal number of A (i.e., n = !,4 I) and let 9 be a”@-filter base on X = 
II{Xa : a E A}. Assume for all cy < ,p,‘where p < n, that we have defined G-filter 
bases 9” on X such that 9 c 9% (i.e., 95 is finer than 9) and for a!! ~11 < y < p we 
have 
(i) 9a < & and 
iii) n, (5%) is total on X,. 
In either case (A) or (B) we have Ip I< m. By (i),. 93’ = sup{9 : a < 8) is a filter 
base, and since @ is < m-additive, 93 is a G-filter base. Thus 7rP (3) is a #-filter 
base on Xfi. Since & is totally @-compact, there exists a total, @-filter base %’ on 
XP which is finer than q@). Now 5&p = sup{%, mp’(%?‘)) exists, and since @ is 
acci-:ptable, 9jP is a Q-filter base. Further, or, (9jP) is finer than the total filter base %’ 
and is therefore total on Xfl. For ah ir: < /3, sP is finer than 9a ; so r, (&) is total on 
X& This completes the in&tctive step. We. haye a famify (!!Pa : a << n} of @-filter 
bases on X such that for all a < p < II, 
(iii) 9a C sPt 
(vi) 7ra (sa ) is total on Xa. 
By (iii) 9* = SUP($~ : a < n} exists and by Lemma 2.1 and (iv) 9* is total. This 
shows that X is @-compact and proves \. (B). In case (A) we have n SC m and sincc: @ 
is c m-additive, P is a Q-filter base and this shows that X is totally @-compact. 
Prool’ of Theorem 2. Let @ be acceptablie, X totally Q-compact and Y @-compact. 
For a @-filter base 9 on X x Y. nx (9) is a @Miter bus2 on X, hence there exists a 
finer, rota! G-filter base % Then % ,= sup(9, n=iJ(‘%)> is a @-filter base on X x Y. 
Thus ~&V) is a Q-filter base on Y. Since Y is @-compact, there exists a total filter 
babse K on Y (not necesssrily a @-firlter base) such that X is finer than vv (38). t3v 
Lemma 2.1, sup@!, a$(JC)} is a total filter base on X X Y finer t 
completes the proof. 
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3. Applicatbns of the product theorems 
‘I%(: first five corollaries follows immediately from Theorem I for the proper 
c~&r.e of the class Qr. 
Corollary 3.1. (A. Tychonoff [ 161). Every p~roduct of compac:d spaces is compact. 
Let @ be the class of al1 countabk filter bases. A space is countably compact if 
and only if it is @-compact. We define a space to be totally countably compact if it is 
totally @-compact for this class @. 
. 
Corollary 3.2. A countable product of totally countably compact spaces is totally 
countably compact, and a product of no more than & totally countably compact 
spaces is countably compact. 
The first ,part of this corollary is essentially due to Frolik [2, p. 31)7]. The second 
pa,rt extends the result of Scarborough and Stone 1131 mentioned in the abstracr z;s 
well as several generalizations of it given in [4], [l2) and [18]. We discuss this result 
further in Section 4. Corollary 3.2 can be extended to higher cardinals in the 
following way. 
Recall that a space X is called initiully nxompact provided that every open 
cover of X, having cardinality s m, has a fi;lite subcover. T!lis is equivalent o 
@-compactness, ,where @ is the class of all filter bases having sardinality G ttt. A 
space is caEled totally initially m-compact if it is totally @-compact for this @. For 
example, a space which is initially m-compact and either locally compact, or locally 
nt-bounded, or has character < m, is totally initially nz-compact. 
Corollary 3.3. A product of no more thwz m totai’ly initially ta-compact spaces is 
totally initially m-coPnpact, and a product of no more than nt+ totally initially 
nt- compact spaces is initially m-compact. 
This corollary extends Theorem I .4 in [18]. In the introduction we mentioned 
that the Lindelijf property is equivalent o @-compactness where Q, is the class of 
all filter bases 9 which have the countable intersection property (i.e., countable 
intersections in 9 are not empty). This class is not finitely additive; so we prefer to 
use the following class which is finitely a4Mve. Let Cb be the clslss of all filter bases 
9 which are stable under countable intersections (i.e., if lFi E 9 for all i < t.o, then 
thelre exists F E 9 such that F C n{Fi: i t: w}). The LindGf property iis equival- 
ent to @-compactness for this class 9i also. We say that a space is totally Lindel6f if 
it is totalfy @-compact for this class @. 
/i finite product of totally Lindelof spaces is totalty Cindebiif, and a 
countabri’e prodwt of totally Lindel~f spaces is Lindel6f. 
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In particular, we have the result 01 Nob?e [9] mentioncC in tins &tract (i.e,, a 
counttible product of Lindelof P-spaces is Lindelof) because a L,:indeitif P-space is 
iotafly LindeFf. 
The cardinaliry restyictions on the number of coordinate spaces ((A) finite or (B) 
countable) in Corollary 3.4. can not be weakened. The cliscrete space o of natural 
numbers is totslly Lindeliif, but the product of countably many copies of w is not 
totally Lindeliif (this is proved in Section 6). The product of uncountably rna~ 
copies of o is not normal (hence not Lindeliif) by a well-known result of t! . h3 
Stone [ 151. 
For a further generalization, let a G b be infinite cardinal numbers, and let <F be 
the class of all filter bases 9 such that 9 is stable under intersections of cardinality 
< Q and the cardinality of !F is s b. A space has property G[a, 61 if and only if it is 
@-compact for this class @ (see [ 181). A space is defined to be totally G[a, b] if it is 
totally @-compact for this @. The next result generalizes Corollary 2 of [20] and 
Ti?eolt;i~ 3 of 1211. 
Corollary 3.5. A finite product of tc;talZy lG[a, b] ‘spaces is totally G[a, b], and a 
countab!e product has property G[c, 5:. 
Theorem 2 yields results such as the well-known theorem that the product of a 
sequentially compact space and a coumably compact sp’ace is countably compact 
(one need only check that every sequentially compact space is totally countably 
compact), and generalizations such as Theorem 2.2 of [ 181. Theorem 2 can also be 
combined with Theorem 1 to give the next result. 
Coroialary 3,6. Let 4p be an acceptable class tlf filter bases and tn an infinite cardinal 
number such that @ is < m’-additive. Then every product of no more than m 
@-compact spaces, all but at most one of which are totally @-compact, is @-compact. 
This corollary yields results such as I. Glicksberg’s theorems [3, Remark 21 that 
a product of no more than m initially m-compact spacles, all but at most one of 
which have character 6 m (or all but at most one of which are locally compact), is 
initially m-compact [3, p. 1801, and J.H. Weston’s extension of Gheksberg’s econd 
result: A product of no more than m initially m-compact spaces, al! but at mosl: one 
of &iich are locally m-bounded (i.e., each point in the space has a rg:oi$&orho~rd U, 
such that every subset of I? having cardinality 6 m is contained in a compact. set) is 
initially m-compact [28, Theorem 3.41. ,4n advantage to this method of proof of 
these results is that no separation axioms are require& 
Thti next result was motivated by Theorem I ..I of [14]. 
Proposition 3.7. If @ is a class of filter bases which is stable under projections and 
such that for every S-filter base 9, there exists a $ner, ulirafilter Base which is also a 
@-filter base, then any product of @-compact spaces is @-compact. 
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The proof is like the ultrafilter proof of the Tychonoff product theorem. 
The class of all filter bases clearly satisfies the ypothegs of Prtaposition 3.7. It is 
interesting that there are other such classes. Let f be a strong limit cardinal (i.e., 
m < I i;.,plies 2” < t), The class of all filter bases of cardinaiity < f satisfies 
the hypothesis of 3.. rl because an ultrafilter on a set of cardinality cm has 
cardinality 5 2Y 
Ccprollary 3.8. ([M, Theorem 1.11). If f is a singular, strong limit cardinal, then 
initial f-compactness is nrbitrdly productive. 
4. Totally countablly umnpact spaces 
Recall that a space X is totally coun;ably compact if every countable filter base 
on X has a finer, countable, total filter base. It is easy to see that a T3 space X is 
totally countably compact if SW! only if e [cry sequence in X has ,a subsequence 
with compact closure. This condition was fi:*Et introduced by 2. Frolik f2, 4.2.21, 
who showed that i; characterized (for a”,4 spaces) his class of spaces $$F (a r;g space 
X is by definition a member of the class $qF if and only if every closed subset F of X 
has the property that for every pseudocompact 7’Sb space Y, F X Y is pseudocom- 
pact). The following list gives a number oi ways in which this property bus been 
stated fcir a space X. 
(a) X is in class ?SF (I&t. spaces in which every sequence has a subsequence with 
compact closure [2]). 
co) X is in class (I* (T!-spaces in which every infinite set has infinitel’y many 
@r,ts in common with a compact set [S]). 
(cc) X is strorigly &-compact (every countable filter base traces on a compact 
set [12]). 
(d) X has property (l),,, (for every countable filter base, there exists a finer, 
countable filter base which converges to a compact set [HI). 
(e) X is e-strongly &-compact (every infinite set A4 has an infinite subset N such 
that every ultrafilter on N converges to a point of X [4]). 
(f) X is totall-f countably compact. 
If we remove the separation axiom s from (aj ancl fb), it is easy to see that 
(a) -+ (b)+ (c)+ (a)-+ (e)*(f). Using 5.2 from the next s+c-tion, and Lemma 2.1 of 
[l4/, we have that in T3ji spaces all six properties are equivalent. 
The hypothesis of Theorem 1 restricts the nu!nber of coordinate spaces in the 
product. IWe pointed out in Section 3 that these resZrictions cannot be weakened for 
totally Lindeliif spaces. For toirtaily coontably campzct spaces, however, whether 
the restrictions can be weakened is indep ‘&dent of the usual axioms o!! set theory. 
As discussed in [14j, two examples of FrolIik show that the continuum1 hypothesi:; 
(wr = C) implies tha,t an us-fold product of total’y countably compact :;peces need 
not be totally countabey compact (it is, of course, countably compact) antd under the 
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further assumption that 2”1= w2, an w2-fold product of totalIy countably compact 
spaces need not be countabiy compact. On the other hand, results of SJ-1.. Hechler 
show that these restrictions can be weakened under the assuniption of P(c) and the 
negation of the continu~ilm hypothesis. P(e) is the following property (see [6], [I]): If 
9 is a filter base on a countable set A4 such that ISI< c and every finite 
intersection of mc._mbers of 9 is infinite, then there exists an infinite set A c 1’4 
such that A ,F is finite for nil F 6~ 9. 
Using the techniques of this paper, we prove (as a corollary to Theorem 1) a 
version of Hechier’s result. 
Theorem 4.1 (Hechler [4]). Assume P(c). Let (J&: a E A be a family of tot&y 
countaMy compaci spaces, and X = n(Xa : a E A >. 
(4 If I A I < c7 then 1Y is totally countably compact. 
(b) If IAI=c, then .K is couaztably compact. 
Proof. Let @ be tile class of ail filter bases 9 such that 1 S(< c and there exists 
FOES’ such that IF 1 o s CU. In order to use Theorem 1, we first note: that @ is 
acceptable and (since P(c) implies that c is a regular cardinal number) d=: c-additive. 
Next we note that P(c) implies that (*) every @-filter base 9 has a finer, countable, 
G-filter base. To prove this, let FCt be a countable member of SF, and put 
9,) = (F n F. : F E 9}. If some finite intersection of members of So is finite, then 
n F# fl, and 9 has a finer filter base consisting of one point. If ail finite 
intersections in go are infinite, then by P(c) there exists an infinite set .4 CFOI such 
that A@ n Fo) is finite for all F E 9. The countable fiixer base which consists of 
ail cofinite subsets of A is clearly finer than 9. This ;Droves (“). 
Using (*) and rbe fact that a countable filter base has a finer countable filter base 
in @, we get that a space is @-compact (J*esp. totally @-compact) if and only if it is 
countably compact resp. totally countably compact). Thus (xu: CI’ E A } is a family 
of totally @-compact spaces; so by Theorem 1 the product X is 
(a) totally @-cc:;;ipact (i.e., totally countably compact), or 
(b) @-compact (i.e., countably compiict). 
This compir:tes the: proof. 
We point out tha.t he class of ail cocintatlle filter bases cannot be used by itself in 
the prouf of The’orem 4.1 because that class is not < aj2-addi:ive. Thus under the 
assumption of the negation of the: continuum hypothesis, that class is not 
c c-additive. 
There are well-known examples of two cc>untably compact spaces whose product 
is not countably compact, and. therefore, there exist countably compact spai:es 
which are not totally countably compact. In [26] we show that ? is consistent hat 
s a completely regular space X such that X’ is countably compact for all 
) X x Y is countably compact for all countably compact spar:es Y, and X 
is not totally countably compact. 
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The notion of a filter base converging to a point can be generalized by repla.r:ing 
“point” by “compact set”. In this section we show that this change givr:-s a 
characterization of total filter bases in regular spaces. 
Let ad ZF denote the set of ail adherent oints of the filter base kF, i-e., 
ad 9 = n{P: F’ E 9). The filter base 9 traces an the set K provided F fp K# :a) for 
ail F E 9, and 9 converges ta K if every open set which contains K also cont;!ins a 
member of 9. A filter base 9 is called adhererot convergent [27] provic’ .Z it 
ccnverges to its set of adhereni ~0~~. ink, Basic information about total filter bases is 
given in [lOI and [22]. 
Immna 5.1 i’” ’ ,1t_ttis [lo]). Every total filter base is adherePi t canuergent. 
ositiion 5.2, Let 9 be a filter base an a space X. Consider the fallowing four 
canditf;ans. 
There exists an F En 9 sxh that F is compact. 
9 is !+erent casauergens’ and ad :T is campnct. 
There exists a compact set K such that 9 converges to K. 
9 is &!al. 
The following implications ho!d: 1 + 2 3 3+ 4. If X is a Hausdorff space, thzn 
3 -2. If JC is a. regular space, then 4 -2. 
Proof. That 1 ---) 2 4 34 4 is clear. Assume that X is Hausdorff and that 9 is a 
filter base on X which satisfies (3). Then 9 is torai; so by Lemma 5.1, 9 is adhererIt 
convergent. That the closed set ad 9 is compact follows from the fact that 
ad .F C K. 
Assume that X is regular and that 9 is total on X. Put K = ad 9. Since F is 
adherent convergent we need only prove that K is compact. To do this we will show 
that every fiirer base Z’ on K has an adherent point in K. The proof of this is similar 
to the proof that a regular, absoiuteiy closed space is compact. Define 5? = (U 1 U 
is open and contains a member of Z’). Since each open set U in .%’ intersects ad 9, 
U n F# 0 for ail F in 5E Thus {F n U: U E 5! and F E 9) is a filter base finer than 
the total filter base 9. Thus it has an adherent print x. Since X is regular, one can 
easily show r.hat x E ad TC This completes the proof. 
We now give two simple examples to show that the requirements that X be 
ausdorfi and regular cannot be omitted from Proposition 5.2. 
lie local base fo 
satisfies (3) but not 
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integer EC put Vk (n) = (1 - I/k, 1) U {n). The points in [O, 1 j retain their usual 
neighborhoods. Since the filter base ,q = ((3 - l/k, 1): k 2 1) converges to each 
point n 3: I, we may take = (1) to see that (3) holds. Since ad 9 = {I, 23,. . . } we 
9 is not compact, and (2) fails. 
ausdorff space Y in which there is a total filter base 9 which does 
or (3). (This space can be considered as a subspace of a well-known 
Urysohn [U].) Let A denote the following set of real numbers 
A=(l/n: n=1,2,3 ,... }U{O}. Let w={O,1,2 ,... } and put Y=(A:<w)U{P) 
where P is a point not in A x o. hpl.1 points of A x o have their usual neighbor- 
hoods given by considering A X o as a subspace of the Euclidean plane. For each i 
in (3 define 
v(P) = [[+ : n =: 1,2,3, ., . ,} X {i, i + 1, i + 2,. . .}j U {P} 
anC we take (Vi(P): i E UP) as a local base at P. With the topology induced by these 
neighborhood systems, Y is easily seen to be a Hausdorff space. Let 
Clearly, 9 is a filter base and ad 9 = ((0) X. o) U (P}, which is not a ctimi~ct subset 
of Y. We now show that 9 is a total filter base. Suppose that % is a filter base finer 
than 9. We must show that v has ,an adherent point. If P E ad 9, we are done. We 
assume, therefore, that there exist i E o and G E % such that Vi (P) f7 G = @. Sirme 
39 is finer than 9, there exists G’ in % such that G’C Fl. Now G 17 G’C 
A x (0, I, 2, . n <. , i - 1) which 13 compact. Thus 99’ traces on a compact set and 
therefore has an adherent point. 
This exaillpic shows that in nonregular spaces the set of adherent points of a total 
filter base can be an infinite, discrete, closed set and need not be compact. We note 
that a filter base 9 can have a compact nonempty adherent set and still not be total. 
For example let q E p(. ) a \cr), where p(m) denotes the Stone-&h compactification 
of W, and put X = o U :‘q}. For thle filter base 9 of all cofinite subsets of w, we have 
ad 9 = {q)l but 9 is not total because 9 does not converge to q in X. 
Corollary. In a regular space X a filter base 9 is total if (2nd lonly if the filter bast 
{P: F E S} is total. 
. In a regular space, the clowdl neighborhoods of a compact set K form a 
fundamental system of neighborhoods of K. Thus if 9 converges to a compact set. 
so does (F: FE $1. The result follows from Proposition 5.2. 
le 2 can be used to show that !:he condition1 of xegularity can not 
dropped from this corollary. 
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6. Tot2iiliy Lindeliirf spaces 
Re~:atl tkat a space X is called totally Lindetof if for every filter base 9 on X 
whic’~Q is stable ~ndcer countable intersections, there exists a finer, total filter base 
\,which isalso sta’ble under countable intersections. This definition was motivated in 
p.art by the following two facts: 
(1) A countabEe product of a-compact spaces is a Lindeliif space, and 
(Z) A countable product of LindeIiif P-spaces is a Lindelof space. 
Ht! iri easy to see that LindeH P-spaces and u=-cqmpact spaces are totally Lindelof. 
Concerning the converse, we have 
Birq~~&Ton 6.1, Eet X be +C regular, totally Lindeliif space. X is wcompact if i.4 
snlr, if e~?ry compnct subwt of X is contained in a cr-compact C&-set. 
Proof. Let \$ be the class of a!1 fil?er bases which are stable under counrable 
intersections. We firs: show that every G-filter base on X traces on a compact set. 
Let 9 be a G-filter 1:ase on X. Since X is totally Liridcliif and regular, there exists 
(by Proposition 5.2) a @-filter base # which ‘is finer ihan 9 and such that 99 
converges to a compact set K. By hypothesis, K fs contained in a a-compact G,-set 
H and therefore tr;” [hence 9) traces on a compact subset of H. Now suppose that X 
is not cr-compact. 
Then 
9 = !X,S: S i5 a g-compact subset of X) 
is ;a @-fi?;er base on X, ant’ hence traces on a compact set k. This is a contradiction 
since lX,K E %. 
Cwollary 6.2. A metric space i: iotally Lindel6f if and only if it is cr-compact. 
As we mentioned in Section 3, this result tells us that the product of countably 
many copies of o (or the space of irrational numbers) is not totally Lindeliif. 
Morel: examples of Linde!iif spaces which are not totally Lindelof can be found in 
[7] and 1111. in particular we merItion E. Michael’s LindeKf space ‘I( (constructed 
under the assumption of tke continuum hypothesis) wkose product with the 
irratiorlals is not normal, and T. Przymusiiiski’s space X which is first count;able, 
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